
Unsurprisingly, election contingencies often trigger 
litigation. Civil rights groups, political parties or 

advocacy groups, or candidates routinely ask courts to modify 
election procedures through constitutional challenges and 
requests for emergency injunctive relief. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has upended all 
parts of American society. Elections are no 
exception. This year, we saw the first wave 
of COVID-19 hit the U.S during the heart of 
primary season. Several states canceled 
primaries, others adapted election 
procedures and some did nothing. This 
article looks at the different responses to 
the COVID-19 election contingency during 
the primaries and examines how election 
contingencies might impact planning for 
the 2020 General Election and beyond.

History
While the COVID-19 pandemic is unprecedented in 
modern times, it is not the first public emergency that 
has disrupted an election. For example, the Sept. 11 
terrorist attacks occurred on the day of New York’s 
mayoral and city council elections. The polls opened 
hours before the attacks, with the city’s mayor and city 
council offices among those at stake. Two days later, 
the state legislature enacted emergency legislation to 
move the primary to Sept. 25, 2001.i  

Hurricane Katrina devastated New Orleans in August 
2005. After a series of executive orders, lawsuits and 
legislative action, the Parish of Orleans held its mayoral 
primary in Spring 2006.ii Over the last decade, other 
hurricanes have disrupted election processes in Florida, 
Georgia, New Jersey and New York – often resulting in 
litigation seeking to extend absentee voting or voter-
registration deadlines, with mixed results.
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Statutory “Emergency” 
Election Powers 
Many states (but not Ohio) give their governors 
emergency powers to respond to election 
contingencies by delaying an election, 
relocating polling places or both.iii Although 
Ohio law does not allow the executive branch 

to take those steps directly, the state health 
director exercised her authority to close the 

polling places citing the public health threat posed 
by COVID-19. 

The lack of broad “emergency powers” over Ohio’s 
elections processes contributed to a chaotic 
postponement of Ohio’s March 17 primary following 
Governor DeWine’s March 9 executive order declaring 
a state of emergency. At about 5:00 p.m. on the 
night before the election, two Ohioans filed a lawsuit 
against the Ohio Secretary of State in Franklin County 
requesting a temporary restraining order enjoining the 
election from proceeding on March 17 due to risks 
posed by COVID-19. Approximately 40 minutes later, 
a hearing proceeded in the Franklin County Court of 
Common Pleas on the issue. Judge Richard A. Frye 
denied plaintiffs’ request for injunctive relief, refusing 

Summer ‘20: Election Law to “take [the election] away from the legislature and 
elected statewide officials.”iv 

But in the time of a pandemic, the power to protect 
public safety will often be asserted and disputed at the 
same time. Within hours of Judge Frye’s order, Dr. Amy 
Acton – Director of the Ohio Department of Health – 
issued an executive order postponing the primary. Dr. 
Acton’s order closed the polls due to the “imminent 
threat” of COVID-19.v Shortly before 4 a.m. the next 
day, the Ohio Supreme Court denied a legal challenge 
from a candidate in Wood County that would have 
allowed the primary to proceed.vi 

In most states, the state legislature sets the dates 
of elections—although Ohio’s general election date 
is set in the state constitution.vii Legislatures often 
have the power to modify election rules, even on 
short notice. In Ohio, for example, once Dr. Acton 
issued her order closing polling places on March 
17, the General Assembly reconvened and enacted 
emergency legislation – H.B. 197 – extending the 
absentee voting period for the March primary until 
April 28. Modifications to election dates, absentee 
voting and related election administration changes 
can be changed by the General Assembly as they 
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are statutory in nature, subject to constitutional 
challenges as set forth below.

COVID-19 Election Litigation
Unsurprisingly, election contingencies often trigger 
litigation. Civil rights groups, political parties or 
advocacy groups, or candidates routinely ask courts 
to modify election procedures through constitutional 
challenges and requests for emergency injunctive 
relief. This type of litigation presents a double-edged 
sword for reviewing courts: on one hand, under Purcell 
v. Gonzalez, 549 U.S. 1 (2006), federal courts are loath
to modify election laws in the eleventh hour. But on
the other hand, if the election contingency (whether
COVID-19 or a hurricane) results in a severe burden on
the right to vote, courts applying the Anderson-Burdick
burden-shifting framework have enjoined deadlines
or election regulations even on short notice (under
Anderson-Burdick, a court weighs the burden a law
imposes on a constitutional right against the interests
put forward by the state to justify the law).

In a series of recent cases, courts around the country 
have struggled to balance these competing interests—

leading to decisions all over the map. For example, the 
Seventh Circuit stayed a lower-court order that, based 
on COVID-19 concerns, enjoined Wisconsin’s absentee 
signature requirement.viii But in Virginia, a federal judge 
adopted a consent decree that enjoined a Virginia law 
requiring absentee ballots to be witnessed for that 
state’s June primary.ix  

Looking Ahead
With many experts predicting periodic resurgences 
in COVID-19 cases in the fall and into next year, it is 
possible some of these same concerns could arise in 
the General Election or in elections next year. Given the 
rapid pace of research into ways to combat COVID-19, 
in just a few months there should be greater information 
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available to states, election administrators 
and courts about the health risks posed 
by voting during the COVID-19 pandemic 
and the best ways to mitigate those risks. 
And hopefully states have more time to 
plan for such contingencies in the Fall. 
Some states may decide to modify the 
“emergency powers” their executive 
branches have over elections to address 
perceived gaps they identified from their 
experience with the 2020 primaries. 
Others may begin working on backup 
plans to alter absentee voting protocols 
or restructure in-person polling locations 
to better comply with social distancing 
requirements. Measures taken by states 
now may alleviate the burden on state 
and federal courts to resolve 11th hour 
disputes over the election process in the 
fall. But one thing is certain: like so many 
other aspects of Americans’ everyday 
lives, elections are not immune from the 
impact of COVID-19. 
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